Congress, Hurst Argue Over Show Cancellation

Executive Action Protested

In a session of contradictions and chaos Wednesday night, Student Government president Bill Hurst "three rung of the States' House of Representatives"; and the student government's president, Richard Marshall, told a special session of the Student Senate that he would not vote on the bill. Hurst's stance was based on the fact that the bill, which had been introduced by Sen. Robert F. Kennedy, was a "bad" bill, and that the student government should not support it. Hurst's position was supported by the student government's vice president, Robert F. McDonald, who argued that the bill would "detract from the effectiveness of the student government." The bill was ultimately passed, however, by a vote of 11 to 10.

Solomon Schreiber

Marriage Talk Tickets Ready At Union Desk

The tickets will be sold in the Union at 9 a.m. on Wednesday, May 16. The tickets are priced at $5.00 per couple and $2.50 per single. The tickets are available at the Union desk, and are subject to the same regulations as other tickets sold at the Union.

Via Klopman Dancers

Spartans Preview Holland Tulip Show

By PAT SHULTZ

Eight Dutch Klopman dancers toured the University Union on Thursday afternoon to give a preview of the annual Holland Tulip Festival.

The performance, scheduled for Wednesday night, was attended by a large crowd of students. The dancers, dressed in traditional Dutch costumes, performed a series of dance routines that were both entertaining and informative. The dancers also explained the history and culture of the Netherlands, providing a unique and educational experience for the audience.

House Passes Funds For Flint Branch

A bill appropriating $10,000 for the opening of a branch of the University of Michigan at Flint was passed by the House of Representatives on Wednesday night. The bill, sponsored by Rep. Robert F. Kennedy, was passed by a vote of 11 to 10.

The proposed Flint branch would offer a two-year associate degree program in engineering and technology, in addition to a four-year bachelor of science degree program. The branch would be located in the Flint area, and would serve the needs of the local community.

Language Prof To Speak Tonight

A language professor will speak tonight at 7 p.m. in the Union auditorium. The speaker, who is a well-known author and speaker on the subject of language, will discuss the importance of language in our society. The lecture is open to the public, and is free of charge.
Tolerance Is Not Enough

The next three weeks will see a series of dinners sponsored by YWCA and PanEd for College Democrats students on campus with their classmates at State.

Part of the International Week program, the dinners are an attempt to create a feeling of fellowship under the "Middle Kingdom" banner.

It is too bad a special part of a special program has to be devoted to the integration of our foreign friends on campus.

America is a melting pot. In our cities the spoken word of 40 or more nations blends with the common language of the people. In our villages and towns the plantation, the plantation and the corner restaurants are vivid evidences of this.

One of the concepts that has grown in this melting pot is the idea of tolerance.

Tolerance is not enough.

If we are to effectively use our melting pot principles to prevent our actions in world affairs and in utilizing the visiting foreigners among us, our integration program must be a 52-week-a-year project.

YWCA and PanEd are to be commended for the steps they have taken toward a greater understanding in the world.

The year isn't over at the starting block, however. Understanding all over the world is breaking down.

In England arrangements for the annual exchange of students with the Soviet Union have suddenly been cancelled on the Flinny excuse that the Russians are too busy.

The International Union of Students meeting in Denmark on world economic problems, at which the world famed Swedish Economist Gunnar Myrdal was to have presented the keynote paper, has been called off "because it will not have the objective discussion hoped for by the contrary political views of the Americans and Russians." More than 1,000 American students now studying in the Netherlands are being sent home or removed to other countries to complete their studies.

Somewhere in the world a fresh start must be made toward a step-by-step plan.

Michigan State would be a good place, but it is a 52-week-a-year job.

INFORMATION

NORTAR BOARD
Meet Monday at 5 p.m.

SPANGERS
Great job at the house. Next week meet at 3 p.m., 30 University, for the annual meeting of the students.

PRE-CLINIC
Meet Thursday at 7:30 p.m., 30 University, for the annual meeting of the students.

GREEN HELMETS
Meet Monday at 8:30 p.m., 31 Union.

UNION BOARD
Meet on Tuesday in Room 1-C, 30 University, to discuss charter with John Williams, editor of "The Spartan," and chairman, Public Licensed.

ANNUAL LUNCHEON
Meet Monday at 6:30 p.m., 31 Union, to discuss charter with John Williams, editor of "The Spartan," and chairman, Public Licensed.

STUDENT UNION BOARD
Meet on Tuesday in Room 1-C, 30 University, to discuss charter with John Williams, editor of "The Spartan," and chairman, Public Licensed.

INCOME TAX CLUB
Meet Tuesday at 3 p.m., 30 University, to discuss charter with John Williams, editor of "The Spartan," and chairman, Public Licensed.

STATE UNIVERSITY BASKETBALL
Meet Tuesday at 3 p.m., 30 University, to discuss charter with John Williams, editor of "The Spartan," and chairman, Public Licensed.
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Needle Magic
Costumer Stitches
Green Splashes Togs

BY JOANNE HERRICK
Would a black and pink party fascinate you? Almost 50 of those colorful "unmentionables" will be thrown in the audience during the performances of this year's Green Splashes Water Pageant. The show will be held May 13, and 15.
Black and pink parties are but a small part of what the Pageant features in the Michigan State University Pageant crowd this year. Many long hours of hard work go into the elaborate costumes.
After the members of Green Splashes decide upon their themes and costumes, Mrs. Lorna Wal- ker of the Personal Educators' Association, 15170 Moon baty reality.
Mrs. Walker's career at the water of these numerous themes of the department will be to help those planning the pageant.
"That was my downfall," she laughingly adds.
All the planning for the show will be done by Mrs. Walker in the dormitory office of the Woman's Gym, along with the help of the department's secretaries and members of the staff. 

Ballot Box

New gamma chi actions are Joe Perlmutter, sophomore: Host, John S. Smith, junior; Dave Ben-Ami, Plymouth sophomore; Dick Brinks, freshman; Bill Frank, Plymouth sophomore; George Walles, Danville junior; and Nick Fisher, Lansing freshman.
New gamma chi pledges are George Farnsworth, Bloomington junior; Dave Raveser, Cleveland sophomore; George Mac- pherson, Detroit freshman; Bill King, Lansing sophomore; and Jim Marshall, Dearborn junior.
New gamma chi actions are Bob Johnson, junior; Mike Johnson, freshman; Theuth, freshman; Beryl Johnson, junior; Bill King, Lansing sophomore; and Jim Marshall, Dearborn junior.
New gamma chi pledges are Don Patel, New Castle junior; Bill Quigg, Portage freshman; George Walles, Danville junior; and Bob Johnson, junior.
New gamma chi actions are Joe Perlmutter, sophomore; Host, John S. Smith, junior; Dave Ben-Ami, Plymouth sophomore; Dick Brinks, freshman; Bill Frank, Plymouth sophomore; George Walles, Danville junior; and Nick Fisher, Lansing freshman.
New gamma chi pledges are George Farnsworth, Bloomington junior; Dave Raveser, Cleveland sophomore; George Mac- pherson, Detroit freshman; Bill King, Lansing sophomore; and Jim Marshall, Dearborn junior.
New gamma chi actions are Joe Perlmutter, sophomore; Host, John S. Smith, junior; Dave Ben-Ami, Plymouth sophomore; Dick Brinks, freshman; Bill Frank, Plymouth sophomore; George Walles, Danville junior; and Nick Fisher, Lansing freshman.
New gamma chi pledges are George Farnsworth, Bloomington junior; Dave Raveser, Cleveland sophomore; George Mac- pherson, Detroit freshman; Bill King, Lansing sophomore; and Jim Marshall, Dearborn junior.

WHAT'S COOKING ?? THE FINEST IN FOODS AT KEWPEE'S

Family Coming For Parents' Day? Don't forget the College Inn Cafeteria

for a wide selection of inexpensive meals, in a convenient location.

Open 10 A.M. to 10 P.M.

College Inn Cafeteria
under the College Drug on Grand River

Famous

BAVARIAN PORCELAIN

Radiantly beautiful Arzberg china that's become to today's kind of living. . . . Exquisitely beautiful ... that the classic beauty . . . three- tone glazed porcelain ... "Good Design" award. . . . A masterpiece of elegance and chip-resistance. . . . It's practically unbreakable. . . . Ends at this special price.

"WHITE" 16-PIECE SERVICE FOR 4
$17.95
(Regularly $24.90)

"CROSSROADS" 16-PIECE SERVICE FOR 4
$25.45
(Regularly $33.80)
On Her Day of Days
send FLOWERS

It is the little things that Mothers appreciate. A corsage for Church on Sunday, a bouquet for her table, or a beautiful potted plant will tell her how much you are thinking of her. No other gift speaks like flowers—especially on her day.

"Flowers by Wire"
NORM KESEL FLORIST

Cool Splash—Woven Suits
for Summer look dynamic...
give you great mileage...
and perform smartly!

Lubrication Washing Road Service
At Mitchell's Shell Station
710 E. Michigan

Course Designed For Farmers
A course designed for the farmer will be offered by the extension department in June at the Central Experimental Station. The course will cover a wide range of subjects and will be taught by experts in their fields. Foreign students at Michigan State will also participate.

The last outbreak of polio in the United States was in New Orleans in 1958.

State Engineers Schedule Convo
The Michigan Society for Engineering Education will attempt to decide whether high school students have work backgrounds in math and science at a regional meeting at Michigan State May 7.

The Michigan Society for Engineering Education will attempt to decide whether high school students have work backgrounds in math and science at a regional meeting at Michigan State May 7.

Vietnamese to Dec. On Bao Dai Powers
Officials' Proposal Advocates Ousting Chief of State

RAGUN, South Viet Nam (AP) — Seven hundred VIPs and provincial officials from all parts of South Viet Nam Wednesday to demand the ouster of Chief of State Bao Dai should be stripped of his powers.

The move, if carried, would mark a major step toward the ouster of Bao Dai, the puppet ruler imposed by the United States after its withdrawal from the war in 1975.

The move was prompted by a series of anti-Bao Dai demonstrations throughout the country.

The Vietnamese government has not responded to the demands.

Bradley, Art Underwood and Gary Yarmoff plan for fall publications.

For Fall Term
Student Publications Heads Announced
Heads of three student publications—The State News, the Spartan Magazine and the Spartan Engineer—were appointed Wednesday by the Board of Student Publications. The appointments are effective at the end of this term.

Second editor-in-chief of the Spartan Engineer is set for the fall term for a year.

The Michigan Society for Engineering Education will attempt to decide whether high school students have work backgrounds in math and science at a regional meeting at Michigan State May 7.

Balfour then took the stand.

An hour's break was made during which everyone except the judges left the room. Several of the judges left and returned, but not all.

Chamberlain for the first time allowed to speak and was charged by the district attorney to be the owner of the railroad property.

Balfour then took the stand.

ELECT

Barry (Olympia) Grant
Jr. Veep

Left Out
One man who could be drawn Junior Veep was left out in the cold.

Larry Barhorst, who was another of the lucky recipients of a ticket given him by the governor, was appointed Barry's running mate. He is a senior and will attend Michigan State University in the fall.

The two men were the only heads of the class that were not elected to the positions they sought.

Elections for the 1965-66 Student Body were held Tuesday night.

Several other students who were elected to the positions they sought were: Jack Heacock, who was elected president; Donald J. Schuler, who was elected vice-president; and Richard J. Schuler, who was elected secretary/treasurer.

Goldberg, who is a senior, is the only returning student who will be on the Student Body next year.

A new STYLE ROOM at the FAMOUS GRILL is in operation at Mission, with a new and improved menu. The new restaurant features a variety of dishes, such as steaks and burgers, as well as a wide selection of desserts.

The FAMOUS GRILL is a popular spot for locals and tourists alike. The restaurant is open daily from 6:00 AM to 10:00 PM, with a special brunch menu available on weekends.

Phone 9-7516

For COMPLETE INFORMATION
RATES AND RESERVATIONS
EAST MICHIGAN AT LARCHMONT

Note: Washable Cotton Cords — $25.00

Here are excellent samples of suits that give you a neatier, more distinctive look: See our variations of the flack-sew theme — choose your favorite today! We're open until 9 p.m. tonight.

VITAMIN PPOSITORY

Only 50¢ a box

Phone ED 2-1511 Ext. 268
**INTERNATIONAL**

**Delightful Opening**

**Describes Concert**

By S. G. HODGE

The strains of Spanish and Italian variety of contemporary music filled the spring air last night, as the concert band opened the Centennial International Program.

A pleasant mixture from Spain and Italy was introduced by Leonel Pizano's recital of an evening concert. The "March of the World" by the concert band is usually enjoyed in its Fifth part.

A young woman from Spain and Italy is the subject of this musical evening. The two performers are popular artists of the region and the company is expected to continue the concert series for a few more weeks.

**Oil Firm Sets Up $75 Grant for Geology Research**

A $75 grant for geology research has been established at Michigan State University. The grant, known as the "Dr. Arthur G. Russell Memorial Grant," is open to all students majoring in geology.

**Middle East Talk For Tonight**

"Democracy and Dictatorship in the Middle East" will be the topic of a lecture tonight at 7 p.m. in the Michigan Union. The lecture will be presented by Richard Noll, a professor of political science at the University of Michigan.

**No Child Deemed Illegal If Pledges Vaccine for All**

WASHTENAW (AP) — Pediatricians now recommend universal childhood immunization, but a federal judge has ruled that states cannot require parents to vaccinate their children. The judge said the law violates the 14th Amendment to the Constitution.

**Views of Mexico**

A meeting will be held tonight at 7 p.m. in the Michigan Union to discuss the views of Mexico. The meeting is open to all students interested in the country.

**CHILDREN**

**ADULTS**

**FEATURE SHOWN AT**

**TIME**

**TICKET PRICE**

**PARENTS**

**ADULTS**

**FEATURE SHOWN AT**

**TIME**

**TTICKET PRICE**
**Spartans Bounce Back to Down Broncos, 14-1**

**They Set the Pace — They Hope to Follow**

**By DONN SHELTON**

**State News Sports Editor**

King Football, the football that King's last year in the Spartan program has been more of a memory than a fact.

**Peak scored 39 yards at the eight bottleneck, passing over the top of the tight end against the eight-line system.**

**By the way, the team is a pre-season favorite.**

**NYSTROM, LOWE NAMED CAPTAINS**

**Team Split for Green-White Tilt**

**By DONN SHELTON**

**State News Sports Editor**

King Football, the football that King's last year in the Spartan program has been more of a memory than a fact.
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Michigan Dream

More than a year and a half of hard work for a dedicated group of artists is nearing an end. On May 13 and 14 the Auditorium will be the scene of the world premiere of "Michigan Dream," an original two-act musical about Michigan pioneers in the 1870s.

Although fictional, the plot makes use of real places and events to depict a segment of pioneer life. The cast includes more than 100 students in the orchestra, chorus, dance groups, soloists and actors.

A blending of Broadway musical comedy and folk music, the score is the work of H. Owen Reed, member of the music department and noted contemporary composer. The book and libretto were written by John Jenson, a former member of the Michigan State speech department.

Based on the sale of public lands in the 50s in accordance with the Land Grant College Act of 1862, the production is believed to be the first of its kind about the state of Michigan.

Staging of the show will result in a new high in stage operation technique for the hop cast and crew.

Full use will be made of the classic stage extending into Falchetti.

Special effects include a unique dream sequence from which the production derives its name.

In setting the book to music, Reed employed several "test" folk songs, one of them a nonsense, catchy melody that can be traced to the time of the musical's setting.

He has also attempted to match the vocal expressions of the period by following, in the recitatives, the natural vocal intonations of the characters' spoken words.

Festival songs in the show range from love ballads to novelty numbers including the production number in the dream sequence, "Peter Houseman the Millionaire."

Other numbers include, "You're a Rare One," "All Through the Day," "I'm Going to Be Happy," "Tell Me I Hate the Row!," "Come on Tigers," "Dream of the Lumberjack," "On Empty Ground," "Little Mother," and "Blind Time."

Michigan is featured in such numbers as, "Michigan Moon," "Twist Statique and Charley-Gan," and "Down the Tipisakan River."

In another song, "Never Will I Promise You to Obey," Reed was provided with an interesting musical challenge. Noting that the line wouldn't fit into 4-4 time he rejected the idea of removing a syllable from the title.

Instead he wrote the measure in 4-4 cadence.

Under director Lewis Goof of the speech department, a number of different schools and departments are represented in the cast.

In addition to being an original work, the show marks the first time many of the students have appeared in a production combining a number of the arts.

Choreographer for the show is dance instructor Maria Eastman. Set and scenery is by Virgil Godfrey, costumes are by Ralph D'Arche and lighting and special effects are by Joel Davis, also of the Michigan State speech department.

Reed will conduct his own unit at both performances.

Curtain time is 8:15 both nights. Tickets, obtainable at the Union Ticket Office, are $1, $1.50 and $2.